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A comprehensive experimental investigation of absolute ion and neutral species den-

sities in an inductively coupled H2-N2-Ar plasma was carried out. Additionally,

the radical and ion densities were calculated using a zero-dimensional rate equation

model. The H2-N2-Ar plasma was studied at a pressure of 1.5 Pa and an rf power of

200 W. The N2 partial pressure fraction was varied between fN2 = 0 % and 56 % by

a simultaneous reduction of the H2 partial pressure fraction. The Ar partial pressure

fraction was held constant at about 1 %. NH3 was found to be produced almost

exclusively on the surfaces of the chamber wall. NH3 contributes up to 12 % to the

background gas.

To calculate the radical densities with the rate equation model it is necessary to

know the corresponding wall loss times twrad of the radicals. twrad was determined by

the temporal decay of radical densities in the afterglow with ionization threshold mass

spectrometry during pulsed operation and based on these experimental data the ab-

solute densities of the radical species were calculated and compared to measurement

results.

Ion densities were determined using a plasma monitor (mass and energy resolved

mass spectrometer). H+
3 is the dominant ion in the range of 0.0 ≤ fN2 < 3.4 %. For

3.4 < fN2 < 40 % NH+
3 and NH+

4 are the most abundant ions and agree with each

other within the experimental uncertainty. For fN2 = 56 % N2H
+ is the dominant

ion while NH+
3 and NH+

4 have only a slightly lower density. Ion species with densities

in the range between 0.5 and 10 % of ni,tot are H+
2 , ArH

+, and NH+
2 . Ion species

with densities less than 0.5 % of ni,tot are H+, Ar+, N+, and NH+. Our model

describes the measured ion densities of the H2-N2-Ar plasma reasonably well. The

ion chemistry, i.e., the production and loss processes of the ions and radicals, are

discussed in detail. The main features, i.e., the qualitative abundance of the ion

species and the ion density dependence on the N2 partial pressure fraction, are well

reproduced by the model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmas containing H2-N2 are extensively applied for thin film growth and material pro-

cessing on the nanometer scale1–3. For example, thin films of silicon nitride which are

fabricated by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in the semiconductor

industry are used as passivation layers4 and in the photovoltaic industry3,5. For the etching

of organic low-k layers hydrofluorocarbons are replaced by H2-N2 due to economic and eco-

logical reasons6,7. Other applications of H2-N2 plasmas are nitriding8,9, the plasma-enhanced

atomic layer deposition of TaN and TiN thin films8,10, the etching of organic low dielectric

constant (low-k) films6,8,11 and the chemical synthesis of ammonia8,12,13. The latter is also of

interest in nuclear fusion research where N2 is puffed into the plasma edge of the hydrogen

plasma to reduce the local heat load of the so-called divertor region14–19. Argon addition to

H2-N2 plasmas is applied in fusion plasmas16,17 as well as for industrial nitriding treatments

of ferrous and nonferrous materials for improving the mechanical properties or corrosion

resistance20,21. In many of these plasmas the dominant plasma-surface-interaction processes

are driven by radical species or ions or a synergistic interaction, respectively, between them.

Hence, a quantitative determination of ion and radical densities is a prerequisite for an

improved understanding of plasma-surface-interactions in those reactive plasmas.

In two preceding publications22,23 a comprehensive investigation of a H2-Ar plasma was

presented. The densities of the gas species, the radical species H, the electrons and the ion

species as well as the temperature of the gas were determined experimentally22. Furthermore,

by a rate equation model the ion densities, the atomic hydrogen density and the electron

temperature were studied theoretically23. One of the main result of Refs.22,23, namely the ion

species distribution, is in reasonable agreement with recent publications of Fox-Lyon et al.24

and Jimenez-Redondo et al.25 studying H2-Ar plasmas at comparable pressures. The H2-Ar

plasma can be considered as a model system with a much lower complex plasma chemistry

than a H2-N2-Ar plasma. For this model system the experimental methods as well as the

rate equation model were benchmarked for our experimental setup and will here be applied

for the more complex H2-N2-Ar plasma.

In low temperature H2-N2-Ar plasmas H2, N2, Ar, and NH3 - NH3 is produced in the

plasma - are the stable background gas species. H, N, NH, and NH2 are the relevant radical

species. The primary ions which are produced by electron-induced ionization of neutrals are

H+
2 , N

+
2 , Ar

+, and NH+
3 as well as H+, N+, NH+, and NH+

2 . In addition, the secondary ions

H+
3 , NH

+
4 , N2H

+, and ArH+, which are solely produced by ion-molecule reactions, appear.

Furthermore, N2Hx neutrals and their ions can also appear (see, e.g., Ref.26), but due to

their extremely low density these species are not considered in the present work.

A similar extensive study of H2-N2 plasmas as in the present work was carried out by

Carrasco et al.3,27,28 in a DC hollow cathode discharge with comparable plasma conditions.

Carrasco et al. presented experimental and modeling results for densities of ionic, electron,

radical and gas species. The basic mechanisms leading to the observed neutral and ion

distributions, as well as their relative importance in the studied pressure range, were iden-

tified and discussed. Jang and Lee29 previously examined a few aspects in an inductively

coupled H2-N2 plasma by measuring ne, Te and ion signal intensities. In addition, there
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exists a variety of studies about H2-N2 plasmas in which the densities of background gas

species13,20,30–33, radicals7,8,20,32,34, electrons34,35 and ion signals7,36 as well as the surface loss

probability of H and N (see Ref.7) were reported. Other studies have calculated the most

important species densities using rate equation models37–40. However, these studies rarely

compared calculated results with experimental data. Therefore, an assessment of rate equa-

tion models with experimental data is only partially given. Argon admixtures to hydrogen

and nitrogen containing plasmas were examined in the studies of Refs.20,26,31,35,36.

In H2-N2 plasmas NH3 is commonly produced by plasma chemical reactions. The for-

mation of NH3 is quantitatively not yet fully understood, but it is generally assumed that

NH3 is produced mainly by surface reactions at the plasma surrounding wall3,30,38. Atomic

nitrogen and hydrogen originating from electron-impact dissociation in the plasma are ex-

pected to synthesize on the surface resulting in NHx (x = 1, 2) and finally in NH3. Surface

reaction models describing the production of NH3 are available from Gordiets et al.37,38 and

Carrasco et al.3,28.

In the present work a comprehensive investigation of an inductively coupled H2-N2-Ar

plasma at 1.5 Pa is performed. The total pressure of 1.5 Pa is kept constant while the

N2 partial pressure fraction fN2 is varied between 0 % and 56 % whereas the H2 partial

pressure fraction fH2 is reduced correspondingly. The Ar partial pressure fraction is fixed

at 1 %. Densities nj of background gas species, wall loss times twrad and densities nrad

of radicals, the gas temperature Tg, the electron temperature Te, the electron density ne,

and ion densities ni will be presented. The same measurement methods and rate equation

model as in a preceding study of a H2-Ar plasma22,23 are applied here. The determined ion

densities will be discussed and compared with the model results. Finally the ion chemistry,

i.e., the dominant plasma-chemical reactions in the plasma, will be specified based on the

model results.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Plasma chamber setup

In the following we briefly present the experimental methods. A detailed description

can be found in Ref.22. The experimental setup consists of a cylindrical stainless steel

plasma chamber. The discharge is generated by a planar coil with 5 turns driven by a radio

frequency (rf) generator operating at 13.56 MHz (Dressler Cesar 136). The coil is separated

from vacuum by a quartz dome41. The top part of the dome acts as the dielectric window

for the rf power. The outer diameter del of the quartz window and the upper stainless

steel electrode is del = 2rel = 131 mm where rel is the corresponding radius. The distance

lel between the stainless steel electrode and dielectric quartz window is lel = 60 mm. The

plasma is mainly generated in the assumed cylinder with the volume V = πr2ellel = 0.80 l

between the electrode and the quartz window although at rel there is no radial side wall

between the stainless steel electrode and dielectric window. The stainless steel vacuum

chamber has a radius of rch = 125 mm and a total height of lch = 360 mm.

In this work H2-N2-Ar low-temperature plasmas with variable N2 content are investigated.
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The total pressure of 1.5 Pa is kept constant while the N2 partial pressure fraction fN2 is

increased on expense of fH2 . A constant rf power of 200 W is used in all experiments. A

butterfly valve in front of the turbo molecular pump allows to throttle the pumping speed.

All experiments were conducted with a fixed butterfly position so that the residence time

of the species was constant (tH2 = 0.19 s, tN2 = 0.77 s, tAr = 31 s). The incoming gas flows

were adjusted with mass-flow controllers. For the chosen butterfly position the required gas

flows to achieve the working pressure of 1.5 Pa are Φmax,H2 = 79.5 sccm in case of pure H2

and Φmax,N2 = 20 sccm for pure N2. For different gas mixtures ΦN2 is increased from 0 to

20 sccm whereas ΦH2 is lowered from 79.5 to 24 sccm. For all measurements a constant

Ar gas flow of ΦAr = 0.5 sccm is used. The working pressure prior to plasma ignition of

p = 1.5 Pa is used for all considered plasma conditions shown here.

B. Partial pressures

Previous investigations by mass spectrometry have shown that for the applied experimen-

tal conditions the flux ratios of the working gases are not identical to the partial pressure

fractions22. Therefore, the actual partial pressure fractions fj for a gas species j used in the

experiment were determined with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. A differentially pumped

molecular-beam mass spectrometer ’MBMS’ (QMG 422, Pfeiffer Vacuum) with cross-beam

ion source was used to measure the actual partial pressures in the gas mixtures (see also

Ref.22 for details). Particles are sampled through an capillary at the outer diameter of the

vessel in the central plane. The partial pressure fraction is defined as fj = pj/ptot where

pj and ptot are the partial and total pressures measured with the MBMS, respectively. The

mass spectrometer chamber is equipped with a stainless steel shutter behind the capillary

to allow distinguishing the isotropic background signal inside the chamber from the signal

due to the molecular beam that is formed by the capillary. The particle density in this

molecular beam is proportional to the particle density in the vessel42. Therefore, the beam

signals are a good measure for the particle densities and accordingly partial pressures. The

beam component was obtained by subtracting the signal with closed shutter from the sig-

nal with opened shutter. The beam-to-background ratio R was measured and yields for H2

RH2 = 1.5±0.1, for N2 RN2 = 4.4±0.3, for Ar RAr = 5.0±0.3, and for NH3 RNH3 = 3.8±0.3.

The values are independent on pressure in the considered range up to 1.5 Pa.

In the following the procedure for determining the partial pressure fraction is described.

A certain flow of a pure gas corresponds to a certain pressure in the main chamber for the

fixed butterfly position. This pressure corresponds to the beam component measured with

the mass spectrometer. The beam components of the mass spectrometer signals for the pure

gases were calibrated against the pressure in the main chamber measured with a capacitive

manometer. This calibration was made for the full partial pressure range applied in the

experiments. The such calibrated mass spectrometer was in the following used to measure

the partial pressures of the gas species in the gas mixtures.
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C. Gas temperature and actinometry

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was applied to measure the gas temperature and

the dissociation degree of hydrogen as described in Ref.22. The used spectrometer is a

Czerny-Turner spectrograph (Acton SpectraPro 275) with a focal length of 275 mm. The

experiments were conducted with a 1800 lines/mm grating, which has a resolution of 0.15 nm

at λ = 600 nm.

The H2 gas temperature Tg is derived from the rotational temperature Trot of the H2

molecule. Trot of the hydrogen molecule is derived from the rotational lines Q1 −Q3 of the

Q-branch of the H2 Fulcher-α diagonal band (v‘ = v“ = 2) with experimental uncertainty

of 50 K22. Trot was experimentally determined for all considered N2 partial pressures. A

mean value of Trot = 460 ± 50 K is obtained. We want to note that in a former study43

the rotational temperature of molecular nitrogen was evaluated from the spectrum of the

transition v‘ = 0 → v“ = 2 of the second positive system (C3Πu → B3Πg) of N2. Trot from

H2 and N2 were in very good agreement with each other within the experimental uncertainty

(see Ref.43). Trot is, therefore, taken as an estimate of the gas temperature Tg and is applied

to calculate the gas densities according to an ideal gas law:

nj = fj
p

kBTg

(1)

for the background gas j with the partial pressure fraction fj (kB - Boltzmann constant).

The dissociation degree of hydrogen is here defined as nH/nH2 with nH being the atomic

hydrogen density and nH2 the molecular hydrogen density in the plasma. nH/nH2 was de-

termined by actinometry using the ratio of the Hβ/Ar750 lines as described in Ref.44. The

experimental uncertainty for the dissociation degree is 24 % (see Ref.44).

D. Electron temperature and density

The electron energy distribution function (EEDF), the electron temperature Te, and the

electron density ne were determined by a single-tip Langmuir probe system22. The probe

consists of a single cylindrical tungsten tip 4 mm in length and 40 µm in diameter. I-V

curves are acquired with the control and measuring unit PlasmaMeter45,46. Te is calculated

by the potential difference ∆V = Vpl − Vfl method22, where Vpl and Vfl denote the plasma

and the floating potential, respectively, and ne is calculated by integrating the EEDF22. The

Langmuir probe measurements were performed in the axial center of the plasma (r = 0 mm),

20 mm above the quartz window.

E. Ion densities

A combined energy and mass analyzer (Pfeiffer plasma process monitor PPM 422, Inficon

AG Balzers) - in the following designated as plasma monitor (PM) - is incorporated into the

upper, grounded electrode. The plasma monitor is twofold differentially pumped resulting
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in a background pressure of the order of 10−6 Pa for a working pressure of 1 Pa in the plasma

chamber. Particles are sampled through two aligned orifices (100 and 500 µm in diameter,

respectively) at the center of the electrode. The plasma monitor consists of an einzel lens

(EL), an electron-impact ionizer (IZ) to detect neutrals, a cylindrical-mirror energy analyzer

(CMA), a quadrupole mass filter (QMS), and a secondary electron multiplier (SEM) as

particle detector arranged in series. There is also a Faraday cup as particle detector installed,

but because of better dynamic range the SEM was used in this study. A discriminator

voltage VPM accelerates or decelerates incoming ions to a constant pass energy of 15 eV in

the energy filter. The plasma monitor measures either in the so called ”mass mode” at a

fixed discriminator voltage VPM or in the so called ”energy mode” at a fixed mass to charge

ratio Mi of a species i (here only singly charged ions are assumed).

A calibration procedure was applied to derive absolute ion densities from mass-resolved

signal intensities of the PM22. The calibration procedure considers the energy-dependent

(Ted) and mass-dependent (Tmd) transmission of the plasma monitor. In our case the ion

energy distributions (IED) for one plasma condition are similar in position and shape. In

first order approximation only the heights HPM,i of the IEDs vary with individual ion species

i. As it was shown in Ref.22 it is possible to convert HPM,i into relative ion fluxes jPM,i,rel:

jPM,i,rel ∝ 1/Tmd(Mi)×HPM,i (2)

(Mi - mass of ion species i). In Ref.22 a Faraday cup was used as detector and, therefore, Tmd

was only determined by the quadrupole. Here we have to take into account also the mass-

dependent sensitivity of the SEM. However, analyzing the mass-dependent transmission of

the SEM has shown, that Tmd agrees between SEM and Faraday cup except for the light

ions i = H+,H+
2 ,H

+
3 . Furthermore, for these light ions the shapes, i.e., the energy of the

maximum of the ion energy distribution, differ slightly from those of the other ion species.

Therefore, for i = H+,H+
2 ,H

+
3 correction factors are determined accounting for the deviation

in the maxima of the ion energy distributions and the difference between measurements with

SEM and Faraday cup.

The conversion from relative fluxes into relative ion densities nPM,i,rel is based on a sheath

and density profile model22:

nPM,i,rel =
√
Mi/hl,i × jPM,i,rel. (3)

where hl,i is the ion density ratio between sheath edge and plasma bulk (see Sec. III C). To

convert these relative fluxes to absolute fluxes the electron density ne measured with the

Langmuir probe is used. The calibration factor Ccalib which converts relative ion densities

into absolute ion densities is obtained from

Ccalib =
ne∑

i nPM,i,rel

. (4)

ne is set equal to the total ion density due to quasi neutrality.

The reproducibility of the plasma monitor was checked by repeating the whole set of

H2-N2-Ar measurements with the same experimental settings on two different days. The
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standard deviation of the relative changes of the individual plasma monitor signal heights

determined from this comparison was 15 %.

F. Radical wall loss times

The radical wall loss time which is an important model input parameter is determined

by monitoring the radical density in the temporal afterglow of the plasma with ionization

threshold mass spectroscopy (ITMS)47–53. This technique takes advantage of the fact that

the threshold energy for direct ionization of a radical, e.g., e− + N → N+ + 2e− is lower than

the threshold energy for the corresponding dissociative ionization of the mother molecules

leading to the same ion, e.g., e− + N2 → N+ + N + 2e−. The electron energy Ecath in

the ionizer is set between these two thresholds. This allows discriminating the radical signal

from the signal of stable neutrals which are usually much more abundant. The experimental

technique applied here is described in detail in Ref.43. For the measurement of relative

radical densities the plasma monitor in the neutral modus is used operating with a fixed

electron energy Ecath. For atomic nitrogen (mass channel 14 amu/e) a Ecath of 18 eV is used.

The determination of the used Ecath for N is explained in detail in Ref.43. For the radicals

hydrogen H on mass channel 1 amu/e (deuterium D on 2 amu/e), NH on mass channel

15 amu/e (ND on 16 amu/e), and NH2 on mass channel 16 amu/e (ND2 on 18 amu/e), the

electron energies Ecath(H
+) = 15 eV, Ecath(NH

+) = 16 eV, and Ecath(NH
+
2 ) = 14 eV are

used, respectively54.

For radicals the density in the afterglow and, hence, the signal intensity collected during

one single decay is low. To increase counting statistics the plasma is operated in pulsed mode

and signals are collected with a multi-channel scaler card. The signal pulses (measuring

events) of the secondary electron multiplier of our mass spectrometer are detected by multi-

channel scaler cards (MCS, 65536 channels, Ortec). The pulsed plasma is operated with a

power-on phase (Pon) with a duration of ton and a power-off phase (Poff ) with a duration of

toff . A pulse generator is used which switches on and off the rf generator and provides the

trigger signal for the mass spectrometer measurements. For further details see Ref.43. The

signal S is computed from S = N/(mcycle × tdwell) (N - counting events, mcycle - number of

pulses, tdwell = 0.05 ms - dwell time for N) and has the unit counts per second (cps).

III. MODEL

We apply a zero-dimensional rate equation model to calculate the ion densities ni, the

radical densities nrad, and the electron temperature Te in these H2-N2-Ar plasmas. The

model is described in detail in Ref.23 where it was applied to H2-Ar plasmas. The model

takes into account densities of electrons, positive ions, radicals, and the stable background

gas species. Furthermore, for Ar, N2, and N excited levels are included. An overview of

the considered species in the H2-N2-Ar plasma is given in Table I. For the particle balance,

collisions in the volume and losses to the plasma-surrounding walls are taken into account.

The main input parameters for the model are all the required collision rate coefficients.
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background gas H2, N2, Ar, NH3

radicals H, N, NH, NH2

electrons e−

ions H+, H+
2 , H

+
3 , N

+, NH+, NH+
2 ,

NH+
3 , NH

+
4 , N

+
2 , N2H

+, Ar+, ArH+

excited species N2(A), N2(B), N2(C), N2(a
′),

N(D), N(P ), Armeta, Arr, Ar(2p)

TABLE I. Overview of the considered species in the H2-N2-Ar plasmas.

The remaining input parameters are experimentally obtained quantities, namely the electron

density ne, the gas temperature Tg, the total pressure p, the radical wall loss times, the partial

pressure fractions fj, and the geometry of the discharge vessel. The model output values

are ni, nrad, and Te. The densities are obtained by solving the rate equation system using

the online available solver ”Kinetic PreProcessor”55,56 (KPP ). In KPP the rate equation

system is solved using the Rosenbrock algorithm which is based on semi-implicit Runge-

Kutta methods with adaptive stepsize. To achieve self-consistency the quasi-neutrality has to

be fullfilled which is imposed externally as an additional boundary condition. The calculated

electron temperature T c
e is varied to achieve the quasi-neutrality ne =

∑
i ni where i is the

ion species. T c
e is accepted if the condition 0.98 ≤ (

∑
i ni)/ne ≤ 1.02 is satisfied.

A. Model assumptions

The model is based on the following assumptions and simplifications:

1. The model is zero-dimensional.

2. The loss of particles to the surrounding walls is volume averaged. The model predicts

species densities in the plasma center.

3. The calculated densities are determined for the steady state.

4. The temperature of the neutrals and ion species is described by one gas temperature

Tg which is set equal to the measured rotational temperature Trot of the H2 molecules

(Trot = 460 K, see Sec. II C).

5. The following reaction types are taken into account: electron collisions with the back-

ground gas, heavy-particle (i.e. ions) collisions with the background gas (see Sect. III B).

6. Wall loss for radicals (see Sect. IV) and for ions (see Sect. III C) is taken into account.

7. The following reaction types occurring in the plasma volume are not considered due

to very low reaction rates: neutral heavy-particle collisions involving radicals, three-body

interactions, and electron-ion recombination.

8. The following excited species are taken into account: excited levels of Ar, N2, and N (see

Sect. IIID).

9. The following species are not taken into account: negative ions (due to very low concen-

trations with respect to the electron density37,57) and vibrationally excited molecular levels.

10. The density of NH3 is a model input parameter and is taken from the measurement.

In this work no surface model for the description of the surface processes yielding NH3 is
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k Reaction K (m3s−1) Reference
1.1 e− +H2 → 2H + e− 8.4×10−14T−0.45

e ×e−11.18/Te σ from58

1.2 e− +H → H+ + 2e− 1.1× 10−14T 0.29
e × e−15.28/Te σ from59

1.3 e− +H2 → H+
2 + 2e− 2.3× 10−14T 0.19

e × e−17.87/Te σ from58

1.4 e− +H2 → H+ +H+ 2e− 9.4× 10−16T 0.45
e × e−29.94/Te σ from58

1.5 e− +Ar → Ar+ + 2e− 3.7× 10−14T 0.38
e × e−17.64/Te σ from60

1.6 e− +N2 → N+N(D) + e− 2.4× 10−14T 0.27
e × e−15.53/Te σ from61

1.7 e− +N → N+ + 2e− 9.3× 10−15T 0.56
e × e−16.66/Te σ from62

1.8 e− +N2 → N+
2 + 2e− 1.3× 10−14T 0.56

e × e−17.07/Te σ from61

1.9 e− +N2 → N+ +N+ 2e− 2.9× 10−15T 0.72
e × e−29.71/Te σ from61

1.10 e− +NH3 → NH+
3 + 2e− 1.5× 10−14T 0.40

e × e−13.61/Te σ from63

1.11 e− +NH3 → NH+
2 +H+ 2e− 1.6× 10−14T 0.34

e × e−15.41/Te σ from63

1.12 e− +NH3 → NH+ + 2H + 2e− 5.4× 10−16T 0.37
e × e−26.06/Te σ from63

1.13 e− +NH3 → N+ +H+H2 + 2e− 8.8× 10−17T 0.59
e × e−29.00/Te σ from64

1.14 e− +NH3 → H+ +NH2 + 2e− 1.3× 10−16T 0.47
e × e−28.55/Te σ from64

1.15 e− +NH2 → NH+
2 + 2e− 1.3× 10−14T 0.50

e × e−12.40/Te σ from63

1.16 e− +NH2 → NH+ +H+ 2e− 2.2× 10−14T 0.21
e × e−17.97/Te σ from63

1.17 e− +NH → NH+ + 2e− 2.1× 10−14T 0.37
e × e−15.49/Te σ from63

1.18 e− +NH → N+ +H+ 2e− 7.6× 10−15T 0.29
e × e−16.82/Te σ from63

1.19 e− +NH3 → NH2 +H+ e− 4.2× 10−14T−0.19
e × e−7.59/Te σ from65

1.20 e− +NH3 → NH+ 2H + e− 1.3× 10−14T 0.38
e × e−11.06/Te σ from65

1.21 e− +NH3 → NH+H2 + e− 4.1× 10−14T−0.26
e × e−4.84/Te σ from65

1.22 e− +NH2 → NH+H+ e− 4.5× 10−14T−0.22
e × e−7.61/Te σ from11

1.23 e− +NH2 → N+H2 + e− 1.5× 10−14T 0.38
e × e−11.44/Te σ from11

1.24 e− +NH → N+ H+ e− 4.7× 10−14T−0.22
e × e−7.69/Te σ from11

1.25 e− +H+
2 → H+ +H+ e− 1.5× 10−13 × e−1.97/Te K from57

TABLE II. Reaction set with rate coefficients K for electron collisions with index k (Te in eV).

considered.

11. In the model the densities of the background gas species are not affected by the plasma

and, therefore, kept constant for the discharge. This is based on the fact that the degree of

dissociation (< 10 %) and also the degree of ionization (≈ 10−4) are very low. One indication

that this assumption is fulfilled is that the measured pressure after plasma ignition does not

significantly change (< 4 %). The change of < 4 % is attributed to NH3 production. As

input parameters, the measured partial pressure fractions fj during plasma operation are

used.

B. Electron and ion-molecule collisions

The rate coefficients Kk for electron collisions are calculated from the corresponding cross

sections σk by averaging the product σk×ve (ve - electron velocity) over a Maxwellian electron

energy distribution function (for details, see Ref.23). The values for the considered electron
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k Reaction K (m3s−1) Reference
2.1 H+

2 +H2 → H+
3 +H 2.0 ×10−15 66

2.2 ArH+ +H2 → H+
3 +Ar 6.3 ×10−16 66

2.3 H+
2 +Ar → ArH+ +H 2.1 ×10−15 66

2.4 H+
2 +Ar → Ar+ +H2 2.0 ×10−16 66

2.5 H+
3 +Ar → ArH+ +H2 3.7 ×10−16 66

2.6 Ar+ +H2 → ArH+ +H 8.7 ×10−16 66

2.7 Ar+ +H2 → H+
2 +Ar 1.8 ×10−17 66

2.8 N+ +N2 → N+
2 +N 2.0 ×10−17 67

2.9 N+
2 +N → N+ +N2 1.0 ×10−17 66

2.10 Ar+ +N2 → N+
2 +Ar 1.1 ×10−17 66

2.11 N+
2 +Ar → Ar+ +N2 2.0 ×10−19 66

2.12 N+
2 +H2 → N2H

+ +H 2.0 ×10−15 66

2.13 H+
2 +N2 → N2H

+ +H 2.0 ×10−15 66

2.14 H+
3 +N2 → N2H

+ +H2 1.9 ×10−15 66

2.15 H+
3 +NH3 → NH+

4 +H2 4.4 ×10−15 66

2.16 N+ +H2 → NH+ +H 5.0 ×10−16 66

2.17 NH+
2 +H2 → NH+

3 +H 2.0 ×10−16 66

2.18 H+
2 +N → N+ +H2 5.0 ×10−16 26

2.19 Ar+ +NH2 → NH+ +H+Ar 5.5 ×10−17 26

2.20 H+ +NH3 → NH+
3 +H 5.2 ×10−15 66

2.21 H+
2 +NH3 → NH+

3 +H2 5.7 ×10−15 66

2.22 H+
3 +N → NH+ +H2 2.6 ×10−16 66

2.23 H+
3 +N → NH+

2 +H 3.9 ×10−16 66

2.24 N+ +NH3 → NH+
2 +NH 4.7 ×10−16 66

2.25 N+ +NH3 → NH+
3 +N 1.7 ×10−15 66

TABLE III. Reaction set for ion-molecule reactions k.

collisions are compiled in Tab. II. From here on the rate coefficients Kk will be labeled

according to the index k for the corresponding reaction listed in Tabs. II - IX. Yoon et al.58

and Itikawa61 compiled a collection of recommended values of cross sections for electron

collisions with hydrogen and nitrogen molecules, respectively. We consider these data as

the presently most reliable data set. Shah et al.59 and Wetzel et al.60 measured electron

ionization cross sections and compared their results to existing literature data. Their values

agree with published data within 15 %. For the ionization cross sections of NH3 there exist

only few publications (Tarnovsky et al.63 and Mrk et al.64), for NH2 and NH there is only

one publication (Tarnovsky et al.63). The dissociation of NH3 leads to 3 products (reactions

1.19-1.21 in Table II). The corresponding dissociation cross sections are taken from Yousfi

and Benabdessadok65. The dissociation cross sections for NH2 and NH are taken from van

Laer et al.11. The rate coefficient of reaction 1.25 whose reaction is of minor importance is

directly taken from Ref.57.

The used Kk’s for ion-molecule reactions are listed in Tables III and IV. Where possible,

the rate coefficients are taken from a compilation by Anicich66. Anicich provides a collection

of recommended values of rate coefficients for a wealth of bimolecular ion-molecule reactions
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k Reaction K (m3s−1) Reference
2.26 N+ +NH3 → N2H

+ +H2 2.1 ×10−16 66

2.27 NH+ +H2 → H+
3 +N 1.8 ×10−16 66

2.28 NH+ +H2 → NH+
2 +H 1.0 ×10−15 66

2.29 NH+ +NH3 → NH+
3 +NH 1.8 ×10−15 66

2.30 NH+ +NH3 → NH+
4 +N 6.0 ×10−16 66

2.31 NH+ +N2 → N2H
+ +N 6.5 ×10−16 66

2.32 NH+
2 +NH3 → NH+

3 +NH2 1.2 ×10−15 66

2.33 NH+
2 +NH3 → NH+

4 +NH 1.2 ×10−15 66

2.34 NH+
3 +H2 → NH+

4 +H 4.4 ×10−19 66

2.35 NH+
3 +NH3 → NH+

4 +NH2 2.1 ×10−15 66

2.36 N+
2 +NH3 → NH+

3 +N2 2.0 ×10−15 66

2.37 N2H
+ +H2 → H+

3 +N2 5.1 ×10−24 66

2.38 N2H
+ +NH3 → NH+

4 +N2 2.3 ×10−15 66

2.39 Ar+ +NH3 → NH+
3 +Ar 1.6 ×10−15 66

2.40 ArH+ +NH3 → NH+
3 +H+Ar 5.3 ×10−16 66

2.41 ArH+ +NH3 → NH+
4 +Ar 1.6 ×10−15 66

2.42 ArH+ +N2 → N2H
+ +Ar 8.0 ×10−16 66

2.43 N+ +H → H+ +N 2.0 ×10−16 26

2.44 H+
2 +NH3 → NH+

4 +H 5.0 ×10−17 26

2.45 H+
2 +NH2 → NH+

3 +H 5.0 ×10−17 26

2.46 H+
2 +NH → NH+

2 +H 5.0 ×10−17 26

2.47 NH+ +NH2 → NH+
2 +NH 1.8 ×10−15 26

2.48 Ar+ +NH3 → NH+
2 +H+Ar 5.5 ×10−17 26

2.49 Ar+ +NH3 → ArH+ +NH2 9.2 ×10−17 26

TABLE IV. Reaction set for ion-molecule reactions k (continuation).

H+ + wall → H NH+ + wall → NH N+
2 + wall → N2

H+
2 + wall → H2 NH+

2 + wall → NH2 N2H
+ + wall → N2+H

H+
3 + wall → H2 + H NH+

3 + wall → NH3 Ar+ + wall → Ar
N+ + wall → N NH+

4 + wall → NH3 + H ArH+ + wall → Ar+H

TABLE V. Considered ion wall loss reactions.

for a gas temperature of 300 K. The gas temperature in the here investigated plasma is

460 K (see Sec. II C). However, this should not significantly influence the rate coefficients

due to the fact that in most cases K is independent of Tg (see Ref.23). Reaction coefficients

which are not contained in Ref.66 are taken from the following sources: Arakoni et al.26 and

Tao et al.67.
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C. Wall loss for ions

We assume that ions reaching the wall recombine with a probability of 1. A compilation

of the ion loss processes to the wall is shown in Table V. For the case of dissociative

recombination the produced atomic hydrogen is assumed to be reflected from the surface

with a probability of 1. The rate coefficients Kwi for the loss of positive ions to the walls

are based on the uniform density discharge model for low and intermediate pressures of

Lieberman and Lichtenberg68:

Kwi =
2hl,i

lel

√
eTe

Mi

. (5)

Mi denotes the ion mass. The coefficient hl,i is given by68,69:

hl,i =
0.86√
3 + lel

2λi

. (6)

λi is the mean free path length for ions traversing the background gas j with density nj:

1/λi =
∑
j,k

σknj. (7)

σk denotes the cross section for the collision (reaction k) of the ion with the background gas

atom or molecule j. This collisions can be elastic, but also charge exchange collisions and

proton transfers can occur. The values for individual σk’s are shown in Table VI for a relative

energy of Eij = 1.5kBTg using the gas temperature of Tg = 460 K as obtained experimentally

(see Sect. II C). Most cross sections and rate coefficients for the here considered reactions

are available in the literature. However, some σ and K could not be found and, therefore,

assumptions about the unavailable σ have to be made as these collisions cannot be neglected.

For the collisions occurring in H2-Ar plasmas σk values are taken from Bogaerts and Gijbels70

(label ’a’ in Table VI). A detailed discussion of the reliability of these values was presented

in Ref.23. For collisions of N+ and N+
2 with N2, σ(E) values of Phelps71 are used (label

’b’ in Table VI). For those collisions where K is available in Tables III and IV (label ’c’ in

Table VI), σ is calculated from this corresponding K according to K = σ(Eij)×(2Eij/µij)
0.5

(µij - reduced mass)23. For the collisions of NH+
x (x = 2, 3, 4) with N2 and NH+

4 with H2

we used an estimation of Anicich66, i.e., σ = 1 × 10−23m2, because they found that the

corresponding K’s are small for these reactions. For collisions of NH+
x (x = 0; ..; 4) and

N2H
+ with Ar no values for σ or K can be found (label ’d’ in Table VI). In Refs.72,73 it was

discussed that the collision behavior between ions with N2 and ions with Ar is similar which

was also confirmed by the theoretically calculated rate coefficients in Ref.74. Therefore, we

used the missing σ or K for collisions of NH+
x (x = 2, 3, 4) and NH+

4 with Ar from those

values available for N2. In Table VI this is indicated by ’d’. Similarly, for the collision of

H+ with N2 σ is assumed to be the same as for H+ with Ar. It should be noted that for

the labels ’a’ and ’b’ in Table VI elastic collisions are taken into account, whereas for the

labels ’c’ and ’d’ elastic collisions are not taken into account because no corresponding σ or

12



j =H2 N2 Ar NH3

i = H+ 9.8 (a) 8.6 (d) 8.6 (a) 16 (c)
H+

2 7.1 (a) 8.8 (c) 8.5 (a) 24 (c)
H+

3 8.5 (a) 9.8 (c) 9.5 (a) 23 (c)
N+ 2.1 (c) 12 (b) 12 (d) 21 (c)
NH+ 5.2 (c) 6.5 (c) 6.9 (d) 22 (c)
NH+

2 0.8 (c) 10−4 (d) 10−4 (d) 21 (c)
NH+

3 0.002 (c) 10−4 (d) 10−4 (d) 20 (c)
NH+

4 10−5 (d) 10−4 (d) 10−4 (d) 5.7 (c)
N+

2 8.8 (c) 30 (b) 0.003 (c) 20 (c)
N2H

+ 10−8 (c) 50 (c) 54 (d) 24 (c)
Ar+ 4.6 (a) 0.14 (c) 12 (a) 18 (c)
ArH+ 8.1 (a) 10 (c) 12 (a) 24 (c)

TABLE VI. Total cross sections
∑

k σ in 10−19 m2 for collisions between ions i with background

gas species j for a gas temperature of 460 K. Reference: a - σ taken from Bogaerts and Gijbels70;

b - σ taken from Phelps71; c - σ determined from corresponding K (see Tables III and IV); d -

assumed values (see text).

k Reaction K (m3s−1), (s−1) Reference
3.1 e− +Ar → Armeta + e− 5.0× 10−15 × e−12.64/Te 57

3.2 e− +Ar → Ar(4p) + e− 2.1× 10−14 × e−13.13/Te 57

3.3 Arr → Ar + hν 1.0× 105 57

3.4 Ar(4p) → Arr + hν 3.0× 107 57

3.5 Ar(4p) → Armeta + hν 3.0× 107 57

3.6 Armeta + wall → Ar KwArmeta (βArmeta = 1) 75

TABLE VII. Reaction set for excited argon with rate coefficients K for a reaction k (Te in eV).

K data were reported in the literature. In this case the value in Table VI is a lower limit

of the total cross section
∑

k σ. However, the influence of
∑

k σ on Kwi is small as can be

seen in Eq. 5: Kwi has an offset of 0.86/
√
3 for the limit

∑
k σ → 0 and varies only with the

square root for higher
∑

k σ (see Eq. 6).

D. Further reaction sets

In this section, reactions involving excited species are presented and briefly explained.

Metastables have a relatively long lifetime and can, therefore, collide quite often with the

background gas j. As metastables carry potential energy of several eV, in a collision this

energy can be transferred to j so that j can dissociate. To assess whether or not metastable

argon Armeta, metastable molecular nitrogen N2(A), and the metastables N(D) and N(P )

of atomic nitrogen influence the dissociation of molecules, they are considered in a simpli-

fied collisional-radiative model57,76. This model takes into account only the most important

electronically excited states. The following species are considered:
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k Reaction K (m3s−1) Reference
4.1 e− +N2 → N2(A) + e− 1.2× 10−14 × e−7.34/Te 76

4.2 e− +N2 → N2(B) + e− 5.6× 10−15 × e−6.81/Te 76

4.3 e− +N2 → N2(C) + e− 6.4× 10−15 × e−9.87/Te 76

4.4 e− +N2 → N2(a) + e− 5.1× 10−15 × e−11.69/Te 76

4.5 e− +N2(A) → N+
2 + 2e− 8.3× 10−15 × e−12.84/Te 76

4.6 e− +N2(B) → N+
2 + 2e− 2.1× 10−14 × e−11.0/Te 76

4.7 e− +N2(a) → N+
2 + 2e− 4.3× 10−14 × e−10.32/Te 76

4.8 e− +N → N(D) + e− 2.7× 10−14T−0.4
e × e−3.35/Te 76

4.9 e− +N → N(P ) + e− 9.1× 10−14T−0.45
e × e−4.80/Te 76

4.10 e− +N(D) → N+ + 2e− 1.0× 10−14T−0.36
e × e−0.83/Te 76

4.11 e− +N(P ) → N+ + 2e− 5.5× 10−15T−0.41
e × e−1.05/Te 76

4.12 N2(a) + N2(A) → N+
2 + e− 9.0× 10−18 76

4.13 2N2(a) → N+
2 + e− 2.5× 10−17 76

4.14 N2(A) + N → N(P ) + N2 5.0× 10−16 76

4.15 N2(A) + N2 → 2N2 4.0× 10−17 76

4.16 N(P ) + N(D) → N+
2 + e− 3.0× 10−18 76

4.17 N2(B) → N2(A) + hν 2.0× 105 76

4.18 N2(C) → N2(B) + hν 2.7× 107 76

4.19 N2(A) + wall → N2 KwN2(A) (βN2(A) = 1) 77

4.20 N2(a) + wall → N2 KwN2(a) (βN2(a) = 1) 76

4.21 N(D) + wall → 0.5N2 KwN(D) = (twN)
−1

4.22 N(P ) + wall → 0.5N2 KwN(P ) = (twN)
−1

TABLE VIII. Reaction set for excited nitrogen with rate coefficients K for a reaction k (Te in eV).

twN denotes the wall loss time of N (see Sec. IV).

For the reaction set of excited Ar:

- Armeta consisting of the excited, metastable levels 1s5 and 1s3 in Paschen’s notation

- Arr consisting of the excited levels 1s4 and 1s2

- Ar(2p) consisting of the excited levels 2p1 to 2p10,

for the reaction set of excited N2:

- N2(A) which denotes the excited, metastable level N2(A
3Σ+

u )

- N2(B) which denotes the excited level N2(B
3Πg)

- N2(C) which denotes the excited level N2(C
3Πu)

- N2(a
′) which denotes the excited level N2(a

′ Σu),

and for the reaction set of excited N:

- N(D) which denotes the excited, metastable level N(2D)

- N(P ) which denotes the excited, metastable level N(2P ).

The considered reactions are summarized in Tables VII, VIII, and IX together with the

corresponding rate coefficients. They are based on the reaction sets of Kimura and Ka-

sugai57,76. Kimura and Kasugai take into account 16 reactions for the excited argon atom

and 45 reactions for the excited molecular and atomic nitrogen (without mixed reactions of

the type Ar∗ + N2). In a preparatory study (see Ref.78) we found that these reaction sets

14



k Reaction K (m3s−1) Reference
5.1 Armeta +H2 → 2H + Ar 1.1× 10−16 57

5.2 Arr +H2 → 2H + Ar 1.1× 10−16 57

5.3 Armeta +N2 → N2(C) + Ar 3.0× 10−17 76

5.4 N2(A) + H → N2 +H 5.0× 10−17 39

5.5 N2(A) + H2 → N2 + 2H 2.0× 10−16 39

5.6 N2(A) + NH3 → N2 +NH3 1.6× 10−16 39

5.7 N2(B) + H2 → N2(A) + H2 2.5× 10−17 39

5.8 N2(a) + H → N2 +H 1.5× 10−17 39

5.9 N2(a) + H2 → N2 + 2H 2.6× 10−17 39

5.10 N(D) + H2 → NH+H 2.3× 10−18 39

5.11 N(D) + NH3 → NH2 +NH 1.1× 10−16 39

5.12 N(P ) + H2 → NH+H 2.5× 10−20 39

TABLE IX. Reaction set with rate coefficients K for reactions k involving excited species.

can be reduced to 6 reactions for Ar, 23 reactions for N2 and N, and 12 mixed reactions

shown in Tables VII, VIII, and IX, respectively. These reactions are the dominant ones and

they are sufficient to calculate the metastable densities nXmeta with X = Ar, N2, and N with

sufficient accuracy. For metastable Ar and N2 the wall loss rate coefficient Kw is used77,79:

1

Kw

=
Λ2

D
+

V

A

2(2− β)

β

1

v
(8)

(Λ = lel/π - diffusion length, D - diffusion constant54, V/A = lel/2 - volume-to-surface

ratio for wall loss, β - surface loss probability of the considered species, value are listed in

Tables VII and VIII). Eq. 8 was derived for neutrals diffusing through the plasma volume

and are lost on the wall79. v is calculated by the mean velocity: v =
√
8kBT/πM with T

and M being the temperature and mass of the considered species, respectively. For the wall

loss rate coefficients of the metastables N(D) and N(P ) Thorsteinsson and Gudmundsson77

used the same values as for N in the ground state. Therefore, for N(D) and N(P ) the same

value as for N in the ground state is used here, too. The latter will be determined in Sec. IV

(see Table VIII).

IV. WALL LOSS TIMES OF RADICALS DETERMINED FROM

AFTERGLOW MEASUREMENTS

For low-pressure plasmas the main loss channel of radicals is the loss to the wall23,80–82

which can be expressed by a certain wall loss time twrad. The radical wall loss time twrad

is usually described by a diffusive part and a surface loss part23,68. Hence, it is a function

of the diffusion constant Drad, the discharge geometry, the radical temperature Trad, and

the surface loss probability βrad (see Eq. 8). In our experiment the geometry of the plasma

chamber does not exhibit a simple cylindrical geometry and the plasma-surrounding walls

consist of different materials which have different βrad. Furthermore, the radical temperature
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is a priori not known since radicals are mainly produced by dissociation which is accompa-

nied by a release of potential Franck-Condon energy44 and Trad can, therefore, exceed the

gas temperature considerably. βrad is a function of the radical species49,83, the surface mate-

rial50,81,83,84, but most likely also a function of the surface condition85 (for example, substrate

temperature and roughness) and even the plasma parameters81,86 (for example, ion flux).

Values of βrad for one radical species and the same surface material can vary up to an order

of magnitude in the literature (compare values in Refs.50,80,81,86 or in Refs.49,87). Furthermore

it has to be kept in mind that βN values are in general determined from measured data on

the basis of a diffusion model which describes the transport of the radical particles to the

chamber walls. This evaluation procedure depends to a large extent on assumptions on the

relevant geometry of the plasma chamber and on the assumption about the radical tem-

perature. Summarizing, describing twrad by a model is not possible due to unknown input

parameters. In the present work, another approach is realized: twrad is measured directly for

selected plasma conditions. This is done by monitoring the radical density in the temporal

afterglow of the plasma. In this phase the production process of radicals (electron-induced

dissociation) is terminated within microseconds88 and the only important loss process is the

loss to the wall50,80,81,86. The relative radical densities for the radical species H, N, NH,

and NH2 are measured by ionization threshold mass spectrometry in a pulsed plasma (see

Sec. II F).

The aim is to determine the wall loss time twrad of the radical particles in the H2-N2-Ar

plasma at 1.5 Pa. However, at 1.5 Pa H2-N2-Ar plasmas do not ignite reliably so that an

operation in a pulsed mode for measuring the decay time is not possible. Only at higher

pressures equal to or greater than 3.0 Pa H2-N2-Ar plasmas ignite reliably for all studied N2

partial pressure fraction. However, when using deuterium instead of protium, i.e. D2-N2-

Ar, ignites reliably even at 1.5 Pa plasma. Therefore, a D2-N2-Ar plasma is studied. The

transferability of the results of D2-N2-Ar to the H2-N2-Ar plasma is investigated at 3.0 Pa

for nearly identical plasma conditions. In addition, measurements in a pure H2 and D2

plasma are performed. For the mixed D2-N2-Ar plasma twrad was measured for only two N2

partial pressure fractions at 1.5 Pa in the pulsed plasma mode as the ITMS measurements

are elaborate and time consuming.

Wall loss times twrad are determined from the temporal decay curves in the afterglow of

the plasma. For the plasma conditions p = 1.5 Pa fN2 = 21 %, rf power 200 W, ton = 3 ms,

and toff = 10 ms the measured signals of the relative densities of D, N, and ND in the

pulsed plasma are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of time t. The time axis is chosen such that

at t = 0 the power-off phase begins. The power-on (Pon) phase (ton = 3 ms) is characterized

by a signal increase within the first 0.3 ms of the pulse followed by a region between -2

and 0 ms where the signal is maximal and constant. The Poff phase is characterized by a

strong decrease of the signal. The signal drop in the first 1 ms is substantially faster than for

t & 1 ms. For large t in the Poff phase the signal exhibits a small background. The signal

in the Poff phase can be well described by a function which is the sum of two exponentials

and a constant background:

y = C1e
−t/twrad + C2e

−t/twrad,2 + y0. (9)
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FIG. 1. Plasma monitor signal on mass channels 2, 14, and 16 amu/e at electron energies of 15,

18, and 16 eV, respectively, in a pulsed D2-N2-Ar plasma for the plasma conditions p = 1.5 Pa,

fN2 = 21 %, Prf = 200 W, ton = 3 ms, and toff = 10 ms.

p fH2 fD2 fN2 fAr fNH3 twH/D twN twNH/ND twNH2

(Pa) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (ms)
3.0 69 0 21 1.5 8.5 0.33 0.30 0.64 0.40
3.0 0 67∗ 21∗ 1.8∗ 10.2∗ 0.28 0.34 0.39
1.5 0 67 21 1.8 10.2 0.14 0.17 0.27
1.5 0 92 3.3 1.5 3.2 0.17 0.28 0.31

TABLE X. Measurement results of the wall loss time twrad of radicals from plasma monitor af-

terglow measurements for various pressures p and partial pressure fractions fj . H2-N2-Ar and

D2-N2-Ar plasmas are studied at 3.0 Pa (Power 300 W, ton = 10 ms, toff = 20 ms) and 1.5 Pa

(power 200 W, ton = 3 ms, toff = 10 ms). ∗ - extrapolated values from 1.5 Pa measurements since

same gas flows were used.

C1, C2, and y0 are fitting constants, twrad,2 is the time constant of the slowly decaying part.

The fit curve is included in Fig. 1. For all studied mixed plasmas Eq. 9 is used for fitting

the measured decay curves. The wall loss times obtained in this way for all studied plasma

conditions can be found in Table X. The wall loss times are in the range between 0.1 and

0.6 ms. If the pressure is decreased from 3.0 to 1.5 Pa the wall loss times twD and twN also

decrease by a factor of 2 for all studied fN2 . At a constant pressure of 1.5 Pa but decreasing

nitrogen partial pressure fraction from fN2 = 21 % to fN2 = 3.3 %, twN decreases by a factor

of 1.6. For ND twND decreases moderately with decreasing p, independently from the studied

fN2 .

For ND2 the wall loss time twND2 could not be measured. For a mass spectrometer

cathode voltage of 14 eV both ND2 and H2O produce ions leading to a signal on mass

channel 18 amu/e. It is observed that the signal on this mass channel does not vary in a

pulsed plasma in the investigated time range of 10 ms. Therefore, most likely the measured
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FIG. 2. partial pressure fractions fj of j = H2, N2, Ar, and NH3 measured with the molecular-

beam mass spectrometer as a function of fN2 = fN2(Pon) for a total pressure of 1.5 Pa and an rf

power of 200 W during plasma-off (open symbols) and plasma-on phase (solid symbols).

signal on mass channel 18 amu/e originates dominantly from H2O from the residual gas of

the PM chamber.

The wall loss times of H and D in the H2-N2-Ar and D2-N2-Ar plasma at 3.0 Pa differ only

slightly. We assume that the wall loss time is the same for protonated and deuterated species,

i.e., shows no isotope effect. Therefore, the wall loss times measured for the deuterated case

will in the following also be applied for the H2-N2-Ar plasma.

The wall loss times of the radicals H, N, NH, and NH2 used in the model are the mean

values of the two measurements for a pressure of 1.5 Pa, i.e., mean values of the two last

lines in Table X for each species. In detail, these are twH = 0.16 ms for H, twN = 0.23 ms for

N, and twNH = 0.29 ms for atomic hydrogen. Since for NH2 no experimental data could be

obtained, the value of NH, i.e., twNH2 = 0.29 ms is used assuming they behave similarly. It

is assumed that these wall loss times are valid as model input parameters of the studied H2-

N2-Ar plasma for a total pressure of 1.5 Pa (see Sec. V) for the studied N2 partial pressure

fractions of 3.3 and 21 % (as measured, see Table X) and are used as approximation for all

other considered N2 partial pressure fractions. We want to note here that calculating twrad

with βrad values taken from the literature7 would lead to significantly different results of the

rate equation model and, hence, different radical densities which differ up to two orders of

magnitude from the values for our case. For a detailed discussion of the discrepancy of βrad

between our and other groups, see Refs.43,44.
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V. RESULTS

A. Partial pressures

The partial pressure fractions fj determined with the MBMS before and during plasma

operation are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the gas composition during the

plasma-on phase differs slightly from that during the plasma-off phase. In particular, fN2

decreases during plasma operation. The gas composition is plotted against fN2 = fN2(Pon)

because the rate equation model calculates with fj of the Pon phase. The N2 partial pressure

fraction is varied and the investigated values of fN2 are 0.02, 0.8, 1.6, 3.4, 7.9, 20, 36 and

56 %. The lowest fN2 for zero input of N2 is 0.02 since a tiny amount of nitrogen is also

present in the pure H2-Ar plasma. This small nitrogen partial pressure fraction is probably

due to N2 release from the chamber walls during plasma operation. For simplicity, this will

in the following be called fN2 = 0 %.

Despite constant gas supply, fAr(Poff ) increases slightly from 1.2 % (fN2 = 0 %) to 1.5 %

(fN2 = 56 %) which is attributed to the change in the pumping speed by changing the gas

mixture (from j = H2 with mass M = 2 amu to N2 with 28 amu). If a gas with particles of

high mass is mixed with a gas with low mass, the light and fast particles accelerate the heavy

particles, so that the gas of heavy particles is pumped faster89. At plasma ignition the total

pressure of p = 1.5 Pa decreases at most by 4 % for N2 partial pressure fractions of fN2 > 5 %.

For lower N2 partial pressure fractions p remains constant within the measurement accuracy

of ±2 % during plasma ignition.

B. Ammonia

In addition to the three stable gas species H2, N2, and Ar originating from the input gas

flow, the fourth species ammonia (NH3) appears during plasma operation. Ammonia has

a higher partial pressure fraction than Ar, but a lower partial pressure fraction than N2.

At fN2 = 36 % fNH3 has a maximum with a partial pressure fraction of 12.1 %. The fH2

ratio between Pon and Poff decreases with increasing fN2 from fH2(Pon)/fH2(Poff ) = 1 to

0.83. The fN2 ratio between Pon and Poff is between fN2(Pon)/fN2(Poff ) = 0.68 and 0.93.

With respect to the nitrogen balance we can state the following: the nitrogen atoms which

appear as NH3 are compared with the missing nitrogen atoms of the N2 gas input. The latter

corresponds to twice the difference of the N2 density between the plasma-off and plasma-on

phase. This missing nitrogen partial pressure fraction of 2× (fN2(Poff )−fN2(Pon)) is shown

in Fig. 2 and matches fNH3 very well. This agreement shows that the missing N2 during Pon

appears as NH3.

In the following the production of ammonia is shortly discussed. One pathway that could

lead to ammonia production are gas phase reactions. Calculating the NH3 density with

the rate equation model (see Sec. III) taking into account only volume reactions producing

NH3 shows that the calculated NH3 density is in the whole fN2 range 4 orders of magnitude

below the measured NH3 density of Fig. 2. That means that volume reactions producing NH3

play only a negligible role. Therefore, NH3 must be produced on the plasma surrounding
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walls. It is generally accepted that one mechanism for ammonia production is based on the

adsorption of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen on surrounding surfaces followed by gradual

recombination of adsorbed atomic nitrogen N(s) and hydrogen H(s) to NH3 with NH(s)

and NH2(s) as intermediate reaction products. For a detailed model see Refs.3,30,38. A

quantitative description of NH3 production is not attempted in the present work since this

surface reaction model would require the input of several unknown parameters. For example,

in the H2-N2 mixture it is unclear to what extent H returns as H2 and as NH3 from the wall,

i.e., the partial surface recombination probabilities of H recombining with adsorbed species

at the wall are not known. In the following the measured NH3 density is taken as an input

parameter in the model because the used model does not account for surface reactions for

the production of NH3.

With respect to the fNH3 we would like to add the following note summarizing some

additional experimental results: The maximum of fNH3 at fN2 = 36 % and the fNH3 depen-

dence as a function of fN2 are also observed for an H2-N2-Ar plasma with 3.0 Pa and for a

D2-N2-Ar plasma with 1.5 Pa for otherwise identical plasma conditions. The production of

NH3, therefore, seems to be not significantly influenced by a pressure increase by a factor

of 2 or an exchange of H2 with D2. For a power variation from 100 to 600 W (p = 1.5 Pa,

H2-N2-Ar, fN2 = 3.4 %, fAr = 1.5 %) a non-monotonic increase of fNH3 is observed. In this

power variation, Te stays approximately constant, ne increases linearly from 2.8× 1015 m−3

to 3.2 × 1016 m−3 and the measured hydrogen dissociation degree nH/nH2 also increases

linearly from 0.0023 to 0.024 with increasing power. In an earlier publication it was shown

that nH/nH2 is proportional to ne
23 (see also Sec. VD) and this trend is here confirmed. Fur-

thermore, from the model we find that also the atomic nitrogen density increases linearly

with increasing ne and, hence, increasing power. However, the measured fNH3 increases

non-monotonically. From 100 to 300 W fNH3 increases from 1.7 to 3.1 %. From 300 to

600 W fNH3 increases from 3.1 to 3.9 %. In summary, the relatively high ammonia fraction

of several percent was proven for a broad variation of plasma conditions.

Chen et al.32 examined an inductively coupled plasma at 1 Pa and 400 W rf power. They

measured the NH3 density with a quadrupole mass spectrometer for plasma conditions

comparable with the present study. They studied nNH3 in a remote area (chamber material:

stainless steel) connected with the plasma chamber by a 5 mm orifice. A fN2 variation

showed that the NH3 density exhibited a maximum of nNH3 = 2× 1019 m−3 for fN2 = 40 %.

This nNH3 corresponds to a NH3 partial pressure fraction of 8 % of the total gas density for

which a gas temperature Tg = 300 K is assumed. Since NH3 is produced on the chamber

wall, consequently, the NH3 production depends on the surface area of the chamber wall

which is different between Chen et al. and the present study. Despite the differences in the

design of the plasma chamber resulting in different surface areas between the experiments by

Chen et al. and the present work, both the maximum of the NH3 partial pressure fraction as

well as the position of the maximum agree surprisingly well with each other (present work:

maximum of fNH3 = 12 % for fN2 = 36 %).
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FIG. 3. Measured and modeled electron temperature Te as well as measured electron density ne.

C. Electron temperature and density

Te is on the one hand experimentally measured with the Langmuir probe and on the other

hand determined with the rate equation model. As described in Sec. III in our model Te is

fitted to fulfill the quasi-neutrality condition. The measured and fitted electron temperatures

are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of fN2 . The measured Te of the hydrogen plasma with

1.2 %-Ar partial pressure fraction (fN2 = 0 %) is 4.4 eV. With increasing N2 the measured

Te decreases monotonically reaching 3.2 eV for fN2 = 56 %. The modeled Te shows the same

behavior as the measured Te. The calculated values agree with the measured ones within the

experimental uncertainty but are systematically at slightly (about 0.2 eV) higher values. All

in all, the rate equation model describes Te very well. In Fig. 3 also the electron density ne

is shown which was obtained experimentally by Langmuir probe measurement. ne increases

with increasing fN2 monotonically from 0.8 × 1016 m−3 at fN2 = 0 % to 2 × 1016 m−3 at

fN2 = 56 %.

D. Radical densities

The absolute densities of the radical particles are calculated with the rate equation model

described in section III. The key input parameters for the rate equation model for calculating

nrad are fj (power-on phase; including NH3), ne, and twrad. The results for the calculated

radical densities are shown in Fig. 4. The calculated density of atomic hydrogen nH is in

the range of 0.0 ≤ fN2 ≤ 10 % roughly constant at 2 × 1018 m−3 and decreases slightly

with further increasing fN2 . The densities of atomic nitrogen in the ground state and in the

metastable state N(D) as well as nNH and nNH2 increase monotonically. At fN2 = 0.8 % nH

is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the other densities considered here. At

fN2 > 15 % nH, nNH, and nNH2 show comparable densities while those of nN and nN(D) are

still substantially lower.

In addition to the modeled values, the measured hydrogen density determined by optical
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addition, the H density measured by optical emission spectroscopy and actinometry is shown (solid

symbols). For comparison the total density ntot of the gas mixture is plotted.

Species Reaction k Rk/Rtot (fN2 = 0.8 %) Rk/Rtot (fN2 = 56 %)
(%) (%)

H e− +H2 → 2H+ e− 1.1 89 56
e− +NH3 → NH2 +H+ e− 1.19 < 10 18

N e− +N2 → N+N(D) + e− 1.6 88 89
NH e− +NH3 → NH+H2 + e− 1.21 83 84

e− +NH3 → NH+ 2H + e− 1.20 15 < 10
NH2 e− +NH3 → NH2 +H+ e− 1.19 91 79

TABLE XI. Most important reactions k for the production of the radical species H, N, NH, and

NH2. In addition, the relative reaction rates Rk/Rtot are presented for fN2 = 0.8 % and fN2 = 56 %.

Only reactions with Rk/Rtot > 10 % are shown.

emission spectroscopy (OES) and actinometry is shown in Fig. 4 (see Sec. II C). Densities of

nitrogen and ammonia could not be measured with OES since no suitable emission lines were

observed. For low N2 partial pressure fraction (fN2 < 7.9 %) the measured nH agrees with the

calculated values within the experimental uncertainty. With increasing fN2 (fN2 > 7.9 %)

the measured nH decreases considerably whereas the calculated density decreases slightly

resulting in a significant deviation between model and experiment. The deviation in nH

between model and experiment is attributed to the dependence of the H wall loss time,

i.e., the surface loss probability βH on fN2 (for details, see Ref.54), which is not taken into

account in the model. With increasing N2 partial pressure fraction βH increases and thus nH

decreases. The increase of βH with increasing fN2 is attributed to the recombination of H to

NH3 on the surface which occurs in H2-N2 mixed plasmas in addition to the recombination

of H to H2 (see also Ref.54).
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In Table XI the most important reactions for the production of the radicals with their

corresponding relative reaction rates Rk/Rtot are summarized. A reaction rate Rk is the

product of the educt densities and the rate coefficient Kk of a reaction k (for the considered

reactions, see Sec. III). The sum of the production reactions of a species is Rtot =
∑

k Rk. In

all shown cases the most important reaction for the production of the radical particles is the

electron-collision-induced dissociation of the parent molecules. In the examined H2-N2-Ar

plasma the electron-collision-induced dissociation contributes more than 50 % to the total

production rate Rtot. Other reactions with fractions in the range of 10-20 % of Rtot can be

found in Table XI. The only significant loss process for the radical particles is the wall loss.

The relative loss rate Rwrad/Rtot is greater than 88 % for all considered radicals. Losses

through other channels play only a minor role at that pressure of 1.5 Pa. For example,

for the loss of ground-state N, reactions 4.9 (electron collision) and 4.14 (collisions with

N2 metastables) contribute to Rtot and contribute together at most 10 % to the loss of

ground-state N.

We would like to note that the reaction set for the excited species was included in the

model to study whether there is an influence of the metastable species on the production

of radicals or not. To conclude, N(D) has a noticeable influence and the N(D) density is

of the order of the ground state N density. However, other metastables as N2(A) and N(P )

have only a negligible influence on the dissociation in the studied plasma. The influence of

Arm is also negligible due to low Ar content.

E. Ion mass spectrum

Before the experimentally obtained ion densities are presented, first one example of a raw

signal is shown in Fig. 5. The ion raw signals cannot be quantitatively compared with each

other because they are not calibrated. But, the calibration does not change the signals by

orders of magnitude such that rough trends can already be discussed based on the presented
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ion mass spectrum. In Fig. 5 the PM raw signal for the ion mass spectrum is shown for a

N2 partial pressure fraction of 3.4 %. The discriminator voltage VPM in the plasma monitor

is set to the maximum of the ion energy distributions (IED) at 21 V. The maxima of the

IEDs of H+, H+
2 , and H+

3 are 2 V lower at 19 V than for the other considered ionic species.

Therefore, the real maxima for these H+
x ions are by a factor of about 3 higher than they

appear in Fig. 5 (for details, see Sec. II E). The highest signals in Fig. 5 originate from

the ions H+
3 (at 3 amu/e), NH+

3 (17 amu/e), NH+
4 (18 amu/e), and N2H

+ (29 amu/e).

One order of magnitude lower are the signals of the H+
2 (2 amu/e), NH+

2 (16 amu/e), and

ArH+ (41 amu/e). An additional magnitude lower are the signals of H+ (1 amu/e), N+

(14 amu/e), NH+ (15 amu/e), N+
2 (28 amu/e), and Ar+ (40 amu/e). All these ionic species

will be discussed in this work. The ion densities will be determined from the signals of

the ion mass spectra according to the procedure described in Sec. II E. Signals on other

mass channels are not considered in this work. It should be mentioned that the signals of

Fig. 5 occurring at Mi = 19 amu/e and Mi = 30 amu/e are attributed to 15NH+
4 and N2H

+
2 ,

respectively. For details, see Ref.54.

F. Ion densities of the most abundant ions

The ions with the highest ion densities in the studied H2-N2-Ar plasma are shown in

Fig. 6. H+
3 is the dominant ion in the range of 0.0 ≤ fN2 < 3.4 %. In this range the H+

3

density decreases with increasing fN2 . For 3.4 < fN2 < 40 % NH+
3 and NH+

4 show the highest

densities and agree with each other within the experimental uncertainty. Finally, N2H
+ is

the dominant ion at fN2 = 56 %, but NH+
3 and NH+

4 have only a slightly lower density. The

most striking observation in Fig. 6 is the fact that even at rather low fN2 (> 3.4 %) the

dominant ions are NH+
3 and NH+

4 . This dominance is at first glance unexpected as these

ions do not originate from the dominant background gas species H2, but from NH3. For
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fN2 = 3.4 % NH3 has a partial pressure fraction of fNH3 = 2.6 % and it does not exceed

12 % for all considered fN2 . Although fN2 is quite low compared with the H2 partial pressure

fraction, NH+
3 and NH+

4 are the dominant ion species. The electron density ne determined

by the Langmuir probe is also shown in Fig. 6. It has to be kept in mind, the total ion

density is set equal to the electron density due to the quasi-neutrality (see Sec. II E).

G. Ion densities - Comparison between experiment and model

The measured and modeled ion densities are compared in Figs. 7 and 8 as a function of

fN2 . The ion species containing nitrogen are shown in Fig. 8, while all others are shown

in Fig. 7. The densities of the dominant ion species H+
3 (Fig. 7), NH+

3 , NH
+
4 , and N2H

+
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(Fig. 8), which have densities of more than 1 × 1015 m−3, have already been described in

Sec. VF (Fig. 6). Please note that the data in Fig. 6 are shown on a linear scale while data

in Figs. 7 and 8 are plotted on double logarithmic scale. The experimental data show the

following behaviors: The densities of H+
2 , ArH

+, and NH+
2 are predominantly in the range of

1014 m−3. While H+
2 and ArH+ (Fig. 7) decrease slightly with increasing fN2 , NH

+
2 (Fig. 8)

increases by one order of magnitude in the range of 0.8 ≤ fN2 ≤ 56 %. The density of N+
2

is for fN2 = 0.8 % more than 3 orders of magnitude below ne, but increases with increasing

fN2 by about a factor of 300. Ion species with densities less than 1 × 1014 m−3 are H+,

Ar+, N+, and NH+. nH+ and nAr+ (Fig. 7) vary only slightly with varying fN2 . nN+ and

nNH+ (Fig. 8) increase with fN2 in the range of 0.8 ≤ fN2 ≤ 56 % by almost two orders of

magnitude, but remain only minor contributions to the total ion density. As discussed in

Sec. VA a tiny amount of nitrogen (fN2 = 0.02 %) is also present in the pure H2-Ar plasma

(probably released from the wall during plasma operation) and accordingly NxH
+
y ions are

observed but their densities remain below 3× 1013 m−3.

In general, the modeled densities are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental

data. In the following the similarities and differences between the model results and the

experimental data are briefly discussed. We classify the model data into 3 groups: agreement

within 20 %, within a factor of 2, and within a factor of 10.

The calculated ion densities of nH+
3
in the range of fN2 ≤ 20 % and nArH+ in range of

1.6 ≤ fN2 ≤ 36 % fit the experimental densities within a maximum deviation of 20 %,

which means they fit within the experimental accuracy of the measured ion densities. The

calculated ion densities of N+, NH+, NH+
2 , NH

+
4 , and N2H

+ agree in the complete range of

studied fN2 with the experimental densities within a factor of 2. The same holds for NH+
3

for fN2 > 5 %. The calculated densities nN+ , nNH+ , nNH+
2
, and nN2H

+ intersect the measured

ones. Calculated ion densities which differ from the experimental densities between a factor

of 2 and 10 are the densities of H+, H+
2 , N

+
2 , and Ar+. They all show a similar dependence

on fN2 as the measured densities but are all significantly higher. We note that H+
2 , N

+
2 , and

Ar+ are the primary ion species which are produced by direct electron-induced ionization

of the background gas species H2, N2, and Ar, respectively. However, H+ is also a primary

ion, but has in contrast to the before-mentioned ion species further important production

channels, i.e., electron-induced dissociative ionization from various mother molecules. A

possible reason for this deviation will be discussed in the following.

We emphasize again that the applied rate equation model for the H2-N2-Ar plasma is,

on the one hand, zero-dimensional and, therefore, simplified, but on the other hand, very

complex with respect to the plasma-chemical reactions. The rate equation model considers

30 different species and more than 150 reactions. Some species densities are strongly depen-

dent on other species densities. Despite this substantial complexity, most of the calculated

ion densities match the measured values within a factor of 2. This agreement is remarkable

and probably all that can be anticipated from such a model. The main features, i.e., the

dominant ion species for different N2 partial pressure fractions and the dependence of the

ion densities and the electron temperature on fN2 , are reproduced by the model.

In spite of the acceptable general agreement some quantitative deviations between model

and experiment remain. The main quantitative difference is that the densities of the pri-
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mary ions H+
2 , N

+
2 and Ar+ are clearly overestimated by the model. A sensitivity analysis

- similarly as in a former publication23 where the model input parameters were varied -

showed that the plasma cylinder height lel is a key parameter. A slight improvement in

the description of these primary ions can be achieved when lel was increased. In doing so,

the calculated densities of the primary ions decrease with increasing lel since the rate of

ion-molecule collisions in the plasma volume increases. However, to achieve a satisfactory

agreement lel has to be increased by a factor of 3 which is physically not very reasonable.

Simulations of the ion densities in less complex plasmas, i.e., H2-Ar and H2-He, have shown

that the used lel of 0.06 m is reasonable for the considered pressure range and describes the

measured ion densities well. To investigate this discrepancy between model and experiment

for the primary ion densities more accurately, studies with a spatially resolved modeling in

the form of a particle-in-cell simulation might give insights, which are not accessible with

the present zero-dimensional model.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Ion chemistry

Based on the rate equation model the ion chemistry will be explained in the following.

For that purpose the most important reactions for production and loss of the most common

ion species are sketched in Fig. 9 for three different fN2 . A reaction is denoted as important

if this reaction contributes at least 30 % to the total production or total loss rate of the

considered ion. For the sake of simplicity the small Ar partial pressure fraction (≈ 1.5 %)

in our plasma is not taken into account in the following discussion because the Ar+ and

ArH+ ion densities are very low (percent range) and have only a small influence on the ion

chemistry (see also Sec. VIC).

In the H2 plasma (fN2 = 0 %, Fig. 9(a)) H+
3 is the dominant ion. The primary ion H+

2

is produced by the electron-collision-induced reaction 1.3 (e− + H2 → H+
2 + 2e−) through

ionization of the background gas H2. The secondary ion H+
3 is solely produced by the ion-

molecule reaction 2.1 (H+
2 + H2 → H+

3 + H). H+
3 is mainly lost at the wall. The main loss

channel of the primary ion H+
2 is the conversion into H+

3 . Thus, the typical reaction chain

of ions in an H2 plasma is: electron-impact ionization of the background gas to produce

primary ions, conversion of primary ions by ion-molecule reactions with the background gas

species to produce secondary ions, and finally the flux of the secondary ions to the wall

where they recombine and are lost from the plasma system.

As expected, by addition of N2 to the H2 plasma the ion chemistry becomes more complex.

However, in the H2-N2 plasma with low N2 partial pressure fraction (fN2 = 7.9 %, Fig. 9(b))

the basic reaction chain remains the same as in the H2 plasma. At the beginning of the

reaction chain is the ionization of the background gases H2, N2, and NH3 for the production

of primary ions H+
2 , N

+
2 , and NH+

3 , respectively. The most abundant secondary ions are

formed by proton transfer to a primary ion. However, the production of the secondary ions

is significantly more complex than in pure H2 plasma. H+
3 is again generated predominantly

from H+
2 and lost at the wall. But, a small fraction of the H+

3 ions are converted to NH+
4 and
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FIG. 9. Production and loss reactions of the most abundant ion species for fN2 = 0 % (a),

fN2 = 7.9 % (b), and fN2 = 56 % (c). The numbers indicate the reactions outlined in Tables II-IV.

N2H
+. Although this is a minor loss channel for H+

3 it is important for the production of

NH+
4 and N2H

+. They are dominantly produced via reaction 2.15 (H+
3 +NH3 → NH+

4 +H2)

and via reaction 2.14 (H+
3 + N2 → N2H

+ + H2), respectively, since the density of H+
3 is

very high. A priori one could anticipate that NH+
4 and N2H

+ would be produced from NH+
3

by ion-molecule reactions via reaction 2.35 (NH+
3 + NH3 → NH+

4 + NH2) and from N+
2 via

reaction 2.12 (N+
2 + H2 → N2H

+ + H), respectively, but according to the model, they are
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not. It is interesting to emphasize that the ion-molecule reaction 2.12 is now the dominant

loss reaction for N+
2 and not diffusion to the wall. In contrast, the main loss channel of the

most abundant secondary ions (H+
3 , NH

+
4 , and N2H

+) and NH+
3 is again the loss to the wall.

In contrast to H+
2 and N+

2 , the primary ion NH+
3 reaches the wall mostly without reactive

collisions. The rate of reaction 2.35 which is the dominant loss channel of NH+
3 in the plasma

volume is given by the product of the densities of NH+
3 and NH3 and the corresponding rate

coefficient K2.35. While the values of nNH+
3
and K2.35 are comparable with the corresponding

values of the loss reactions for H+
2 and N+

2 , the densities of H2 and N2 are much higher than

that of NH3. That is the reason why the rate for the ion-molecule reaction of NH+
3 with

NH3 is much smaller than the dominant loss rates of H+
2 and N+

2 . Furthermore, NH+
3 hardly

reacts with H2 (see K2.34 in Table IV) and N2
66,90. Overall, the sum of the NH+

3 loss rates

of all volume reactions is less than the wall loss rate.

If the N2 partial pressure fraction is increased even more, i.e., fN2 = 56 % (see Fig. 9(c))

the reaction chain (electron - primary ion - secondary ion - loss to wall) changes insofar that

the secondary ions H+
3 and N2H

+ are not mainly lost by recombination at the wall, but by

ion-molecule reactions in the plasma volume. These ion-molecule reactions of H+
3 (reaction

2.14: H+
3 +N2 → N2H

+ +H2) and N2H
+ (reaction 2.38: N2H

+ +NH3 → NH+
4 +N2) lead to

the production of NH+
4 . The major loss channel of NH+

4 is the loss to the wall. Due to the

high N2 density, H
+
2 is mainly transformed into N2H

+ (reaction 2.13: H+
2 +N2 → N2H

++H).

However, reaction 2.13 contributes only to a minor part to the total production of N2H
+.

N2H
+ is predominantly produced by N+

2 via reaction 2.12 (N+
2 +H2 → N2H

+ +H). Also for

fN2 = 56 %, NH+
3 is mainly lost by recombination at the wall. A smaller contribution to the

loss of NH+
3 provides reaction 2.35 (NH+

3 +NH3 → NH+
4 +NH2).

The fact that the ion densities of NH+
3 and NH+

4 are larger than that of H+
3 and N2H

+

over a wide range of fN2 can also be explained with the proton affinities Epa. The values

are for H2 Epa = 4.37 eV (taken from Ref.91; corresponding ion H+
3 ), N2 5.12 eV (N2H

+),

NH2 8.01 eV (NH+
3 ), and NH3 8.86 eV (NH+

4 ). The sequence of proton affinities favors the

production of NH+
3 and NH+

4 against H+
3 and N2H

+.

B. Discussion of the calculated radical densities

Because the radical densities were - with the exception of atomic H - not measured,

the model results presented in Fig. 4 cannot directly be compared with experimental data.

However, we can assess the reliability of the calculated radical densities indirectly by a

comparison of those modeled ion densities which are produced predominantly by direct

ionization from the corresponding radicals. The latter will be discussed in the following

for H, N, NH, and NH2. First we discuss here the correlation between radical densities

and the resulting ion densities. As it was shown in a previous publication23 for a H2-Ar

plasma at 1.0 Pa, H+ is mainly produced by electron-induced ionization from H (reaction

1.2: e− + H → H+ + 2e−). This is also true for the H2-N2-Ar plasma where the fraction of

reaction 1.2 on the total production rate is R1.2/Rtot ≥ 67 % for all considered fN2 . H+ is

mainly (RwH+/Rtot ≥ 53 %) lost by recombination at the wall. NH+ is primarily produced

via reaction 1.17 (e− +NH → NH+ + 2e−). The contributions of reaction rate R1.17/Rtot to
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the total production rates at low and high N2 partial pressure fraction are R1.17/Rtot(fN2 =

0.8 %) = 61 % and R1.17/Rtot(fN2 = 56 %) = 74 %, respectively. NH+ is lost predominantly

via reaction 2.28 (NH+ + H2 → NH+
2 + H). N+ is not significantly produced from atomic

nitrogen but from other species: from N2 via reaction 1.9 (e− + N2 → N+ + N + 2e−),

from N(D) via reaction 4.10 (e− + N(D) → N+ + 2e−), and from NH via reaction 1.18

(e−+NH → N++H+2e−). NH+
2 is almost exclusively (R1.11/Rtot ≥ 93 % for all considered

fN2) produced from NH3 via reaction 1.11 (e−+NH3 → NH+
2 +H+2e−). In conclusion, the

densities of H and NH can be assessed by comparing with the corresponding ion densities.

NH2 plays for the formation of NH+
2 almost no role.

It is important to keep in mind, that two completely independent diagnostic methods were

used to measure nH+ (Fig. 7) and nH (Fig. 4), namely the plasma monitor (PM) and optical

emission spectroscopy (OES), respectively. The calculated density of the H+ ions deviates

to higher values and agrees only within an averaged factor of 3.5 with the experimentally

determined H+ ion density measured with the PM. Furthermore, the calculated atomic H

density agrees within an averaged factor of 1.6 with values measured with OES (see Sec. VD).

However, mass spectrometer measurements at mass channel 1 amu/e are rather difficult and

error-prone so that the measured H+ density should be considered with great care. We,

therefore, have a higher confidence in the calculated ion density than in the one measured

with the PM. Nevertheless, the measured ion density is in an acceptable agreement with

the calculated ion density and can at least be considered as indication that the order of

magnitude of the calculated H atom density is also reasonable. In the case of the H atom

density we have the additional OES data which are in good agreement with our model

results. Finally, the calculated NH+ ion density agrees satisfactorily with the measurement

(see Fig. 8). The maximum deviation is a factor of 1.8. Since, as discussed above, NH+ is

mainly produced from NH, we take this reasonable agreement as a confirmation that the

NH density is calculated realistically.

C. Variation of the Ar partial pressure

In Sec. VIA we stated that in the H2-N2-Ar plasma with 1 % Ar partial pressure fraction

argon has only a small influence on the ion chemistry. To confirm this the influence of Ar is

investigated by a fAr variation between 0 and 56 %. To keep the total pressure constant, for

a fixed fN2 ≈ 3 % under otherwise identical plasma conditions (p = 1.5 Pa and Prf = 200 W)

the H2 partial pressure fraction was adjusted accordingly. The experimental and modeled

results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. It is worth mentioning that ne increases by one order

of magnitude, but nNH3 increases only slightly by a factor of 1.5 when increasing fAr from 0

to 56 %. Te decreases from 3.9 eV (fAr = 0 %) to 3.1 eV (fAr = 56 %). At fAr = 1 % and

fN2 = 3 % NH+
3 and NH+

4 show the highest ion densities, followed by N2H
+. nArH+ and nAr+

are one and two orders of magnitude below nNH+
3
, respectively. For an increase in Ar partial

pressure fraction from 1 to 10 %, nArH+ and nAr+ increase by one order of magnitude while

all other ion densities remain approximately constant. This confirms our statement from

Sec. VIA. For larger partial pressure fraction the ion chemistry is influenced. In the range

of 30% < fAr < 60 % NH+
3 and ArH+ are dominant. The agreement between calculated
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ion densities and experimental values is essentially the same as already discussed for the N2

variation. ArH+ is formed primarily from Ar+ via reaction 2.6 (Ar++H2 → ArH++H). NH+
3

is produced via reaction 1.10 (e−+NH3 → NH+
3 +2e−) and 2.39 (Ar++NH3 → NH+

3 +Ar).

At fAr = 56 % the ion chemistry is significantly influenced by ArH+: While for lower Ar

partial pressure fractions NH+
4 and N2H

+ are produced by H+
3 (see Fig. 9), for fAr = 56 %

these ions are produced mainly from ArH+.
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D. Comparison with a DC plasma

Carrasco et al.3,28 studied H2-N2 low-pressure plasmas which are comparable to some

extent to the here-investigated H2-N2-Ar plasma. They used a hollow cathode DC discharge

in a cylindrical-shaped stainless steel plasma chamber with a chamber volume comparable to

our setup. They measured the densities of neutral and ion species and compared their results

with a rate equation model. In Ref.3 they investigated several pressures at a fixed N2 partial

pressure fraction of 10 % (Poff ) and in Ref.28 a fN2 variation at a constant pressure of 8 Pa.

They applied sheath voltages of 300-450 eV with corresponding sheath thicknesses in the

range of 15-20 mm. During Pon the N2 partial pressure fraction measured with a quadrupole

mass spectrometer was fN2 ≈ 7 %. It was independent of the investigated pressure within

the experimental uncertainty. fNH3 decreased from 5 % at 0.8 Pa via 3 % at 2 Pa to 2.5 %

at 8 Pa. For comparison, the results in this work are fNH3 = 5.7 % at fN2 = 7.9 % and

p = 1.5 Pa. They measured an electron temperature and density of Te = (3.4± 0.5) eV and

ne = (3.5 ± 0.5) × 1016 m−3, respectively, for p = 2 Pa and fN2 = 7 %. For comparison,

in the present work at p = 1.5 Pa and fN2 = 7.9 % Te and ne are (3.5 ± 0.4) eV and

(1.3 ± 0.2) × 1016 m−3, respectively. In view of the very different plasma generation type

and the different plasma chamber geometries between the present work and Carrasco et al.

we consider this a fairly good agreement. Thus, it is meaningful to compare the relative ion

densities of the two considered studies with each other.

Carrasco et al.3 calculated the densities of the ions and the radicals with a rate equation

model comparable to the model applied in this work. Comparing the rate coefficients Kk

with k = 1.3, 1.6, 1.8 - 1.11, 1.15 - 1.18 for electron-induced collisions presented in Tab. II

to data from Carrasco et al.3 in the Te range from 3 to 7 eV we find an agreement within

30 %, whereas other Kk from Tab. II deviate more than 30 %54. The rate coefficients for the

ion-molecule reactions agree between Carrasco et al. and the present work since both used

values provided by Anicich66. Carrasco et al. use the ion wall loss rate coefficient Kwi as fit

parameter to fulfill the quasi-neutrality condition. In contrast, in the present study Kwi is

obtained by a sheath model, but Te is used as fit parameter to fulfill the quasi-neutrality

condition.

Carrasco et al.3 measured the relative ion densities with a plasma monitor (plasma process

monitor PPM 422) which is comparable to the instrument used in this work. For the relative

ion concentration they integrated the measured ion energy distributions and multiplied the

value by a mass transmission factor Tmd. They obtained experimentally3 a Tmd ∝ (Mi)
−1/2

(Mi - ion mass) which is in agreement with the present study.

In a H2-N2 plasma investigated in Refs.3,28 two parameter variations were investigated: on

the one hand, different pressures (0.8, 2 and 8 Pa)3 at a fixed N2 partial pressure fraction of

fN2 = 7 % and, on the other hand, different N2 partial pressure fractions (0 < fN2 < 10 %)28

at a fixed pressure of p = 8 Pa. At fN2 = 7 % and 0.8 Pa they found that both model and

experiment result in similar ion densities for H+
2 , H

+
3 , NH

+
3 , NH

+
4 , and N2H

+. For increasing

pressure the NH+
4 density increased and showed at 8 Pa the by far highest ion density3.

Furthermore, Carrasco et al. reported that NH+
3 is predominantly lost by recombination at

the wall. This is also confirmed in the present work. In Ref.28 Carrasco et al. examined a
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H2 plasma at 8 Pa with small N2 admixture. They observed that for 0 < fN2 < 10 % the

secondary ions H+
3 , NH

+
4 , and N2H

+ have the highest ion densities and that correspondingly

the primary ions H+
2 and N+

2 contribute only a very small fraction to the total ion density.

While in the H2 plasma with low N2 partial pressure fraction (fN2 < 2 %) H+
3 is the dominant

ion28, NH+
4 becomes dominant at increasing fN2 (fN2 > 4 %)28. Also in the present work at

1.5 Pa and fN2 < 3 %, H+
3 is the dominant ion species which is in accordance with Carrasco

et al.28. In the present work at fN2 > 3 % the ion densities of NH+
3 and NH+

4 are most

abundant and have approximately the same values. It is important to note that a pressure

of 8 Pa was used which causes a significant increase of nNH+
4
by charge exchange reactions

compared to nNH+
3
.

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that Carrasco et al.28 also show modeling results

for the time evolution of the ion species H+
3 , NH

+
3 , NH

+
4 , and N2H

+ and the background gas

densities after plasma ignition. For times t lower than 0.1 s the NH3 density is of the order

of the N2 density since NH3 is produced slowly by a number of reaction steps occurring at

the wall. nH+
3
shows a maximum at t ≈ 10−7 s (dominant ion), decreases further, and for

t & 10−6 s H+
3 is replaced by N2H

+ as the dominant ion. Only for t & 3 × 10−1 s NH+
4

(produced by ion-molecule collisions with NH3, i.e., reactions 2.15, 2.35, and 2.38) becomes

the dominant ion species because the production of ammonia occurring at the chamber wall

(t ≈ 0.1 s) is several orders of magnitudes slower than ionization processes (t ≈ 10−7 s).

These results have clearly shown that NH+
4 cannot be formed without NH3 being present

which is in agreement with the result of the present rate equation model. In summary, the

observations and discussions with respect to the ion densities and ion chemistry of H+
3 , NH

+
3 ,

NH+
4 , and N2H

+ between Carrasco et al. and the present work are essentially in agreement.

VII. SUMMARY

Inductively coupled H2-N2-Ar plasmas were extensively studied at a pressure of 1.5 Pa and

a rf power of 200 W. The N2 partial pressure fraction was increased from fN2 = 0 to 56 % by

simultaneous reduction of the H2 partial pressure fraction. The Ar partial pressure fraction

was constant at about 1 %. In the H2-N2-Ar plasma the stable species NH3 is produced

and contributes up to 12 % to the background gas. In the studied plasma NH3 is almost

exclusively produced on the surfaces of the chamber walls. The experimentally determined

ion (ni) and radical (nrad) densities were compared to the results of a rate equation model.

To calculate the radical densities with the rate equation model it is necessary to know the

corresponding wall loss times twrad for the radical species. twrad was determined experimen-

tally by the decay of radical densities in the temporal afterglow of pulsed plasmas. With this

the absolute densities of the radical species were calculated with the rate equation model.

The measurements with the plasma monitor show that H+
3 is the dominant ion in the

range of 0.0 ≤ fN2 < 3.4 %. For 3.4 < fN2 < 40 % NH+
3 and NH+

4 have the highest densities

and their densities agree within the experimental uncertainty. For fN2 = 56 % N2H
+ is the

dominant ion and NH+
3 and NH+

4 have a slightly lower density. These four most abundant

ion species contribute more than 90 % to the total ion density ni,tot for all considered fN2 .

Ion species with densities in the range between 0.5 and 10 % of ni,tot are H+
2 , ArH

+, and
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NH+
2 . Ion species with densities less than 0.5 % of ni,tot are H+, Ar+, N+, and NH+.

The applied rate equation model describes the measured ion densities of the H2-N2-Ar

plasmas reasonably well. The main features, i.e., the qualitative abundance of the ion

species and the dependence of the ion density on the N2 partial pressure fraction as well as

the electron temperature, are well reproduced by the model. Nevertheless, some quantitative

deviations between model and experiment remain. The main discrepancy is that the modeled

densities of the primary ions H+
2 , N

+
2 , and Ar+ are clearly higher than the measured values.

Overall, a comprehensive investigation of inductively coupled H2-N2-Ar plasmas was car-

ried out which results in the experimental determination of absolute ion and radical densities.

Furthermore, the densities were calculated using a zero-dimensional model, which adequately

describes the main features of the measured densities. The model allows to identify the most

important plasma-chemical reactions in the investigated H2-N2-Ar plasma.
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